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news
snippets
Asia remains integral to world’s manufacturing strategy
Asia’s sophisticated electronics supply chain and massive labour pool are two obstacles
standing in the way of President-elect Donald Trump’s pledge to make US companies bring
manufacturing jobs home.
When Jabil Circuit Inc., the world’s third-largest contract manufacturer by revenue,
needed to quickly ramp up production of its electronics components a few years ago,
the company was able to add 35,000 workers in China in less than six weeks. Jabil’s
experience underscores the integral roles of China’s armies of migrant workers and Asia’s
decades-old supply chain in global electronics production. It is an issue Mr Trump will
need to address if he wants to bring large-scale production back to a US economy that
Washington, DC think tank Economic Policy Institute estimates has lost more than 5.4
million manufacturing jobs and 82,000 factories between 1997 and 2013.

Keppel Logistics aims to stay
relevant with e-commerce

The President-elect has threatened to impose a 45 per cent tariff on Chinese imports to
the country. This move could hurt companies manufacturing in China, such as Apple, Dell
Technologies, and HP Inc. It would drag down China’s GDP by 4.8 per cent and Chinese
exports to the US by 87 per cent in three years, according to Daiwa Capital Markets Hong
Kong’s Kevin Lai.

Staying relevant in a fast-changing sector
is a key strategy for Keppel Logistics,
said chief executive Desmond Gay. This
is why the company – a wholly-owned
unit of Keppel Telecommunications &
Transportation – embarked on a S$4.6m
acquisition of a majority stake in
e-commerce logistics company Courex in
October 2016.
Courex is a third-party logistics service
provider that supports the needs of
retailers, from last mile delivery to
international shipping and warehousing. It
counts Singapore Airlines and Hachi.Tech
among its clients. Keppel Logistics holds
a 59.6 per cent stake in Courex, while the
remaining 40.4 per cent is held by founder
Mr Joe Chua, who continues to lead the
company.
Mr Gay noted that the acquisition came as a
“natural progression” for Keppel Logistics,
as it moved to expand from its traditional
B2B (business to business) business into
the B2C (business to consumer) space, or
the e-commerce market.
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Australia looks to boost supply
chains to cash in on Asian dining
boom
Australia’s Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull said his government will develop
a plan to uncork freight and supply chain
blockages that threaten to prevent local
exporters from capitalising on Asia’s dining
boom.

Australia is one the world’s largest
agricultural exporters, with shipments
hitting a record A$44.5bn ($32.83bn) last
year, according to government statistics.
But high supply costs and the difficulty
in finding space on air freight means
producers are struggling to meet growing
Asian demand – undermining the country’s
ambition to boost rural exports to soften
the impact of a slowdown in its mining
sector – a so-called “mining to dining
boom”.

China is transforming Southeast
Asia faster than ever
China’s investment is transforming its
smaller Southeast Asian neighbours like
never before while helping turn Cambodia,
Laos and Myanmar into bigger destinations
for its exports.

Gap, M&S join movement to disclose global supply chains

That is driving some of the world’s fastest
economic growth rates and providing
Chinese
companies
with
low-cost
alternatives as they seek to move capacity
out of the country. It is also helping Asia’s
largest economy and nations in its orbit
adapt to what looks more and more like
a new era of waning US commitment to
the region from a more inward-looking
administration of President-elect Donald
Trump.

In September 2016, US clothing brand Gap made its supplier list available -- consisting of
nearly 900 garment factories in Bangladesh, Cambodia and other countries. The company
said it had revised its disclosure policy for supply chain information seeking to promote
global sustainability.

China is investing in everything from
railroads to real estate in Cambodia,
Laos and Myanmar -- the frontiermarket economies of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations. China Minsheng
Investment Group and LYP Group,
headed by Senator Ly Yong Phat, signed
a US$1.5bn deal to build a 2,000-hectare
city near Cambodia’s capital, Phnom
Penh, with a convention centre, hotels,
golf course, and amusement parks, the
official Xinhua News Agency reported.
The spending equals roughly one-tenth of
the country’s US$15.9bn gross domestic
product.

An increasing number of apparel brands are disclosing lists online of their factories, mostly
in Asia, as the public release of supply chain information becomes a tool for them to show
their commitments to promoting healthy workplaces for their subcontractors.

According to Human Rights Watch, an international nonprofit non-governmental group, at
least four major retailers, including Gap, C&A of Germany and British store chain Marks
& Spencer, have disclosed their supplier list in 2016. Previously, Gap was known for its
negative stance on the disclosure due to what it called “competition reasons.”
Earlier adopters of the disclosure, include US sports brand Nike and H&M, the Swedish
fast fashion chain. Nike’s supplier list includes details about its contract factories, such as
the number of workers by location and the proportion of female and immigrant labour.

Seoul allays
economy

concerns

about

South Korea has sought to assuage
concerns over the economy and political
uncertainty following President Park Geun
Hye’s impeachment vote, with two key
ministers pledging that the government
is doing all it can to stabilise Asia’s fourthlargest economy amid headwinds.
Finance Minister Yoo Il Ho, addressing
foreign media in December 2016,

acknowledged that the country faces
numerous uncertainties domestically
and globally, but he will work closely
with relevant ministries to “successfully
navigate through these tough times” and
keep the economy “strong and stable”.
The move came as prosecutors indicted
former presidential aide Cho Won Dong
and former vice-culture minister Kim
Chong as part of their investigations into a
corruption and influence-peddling scandal
involving Ms Park and her good friend Choi
Soon Sil.
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YCH Group launches iconic retail
hub in Xiamen
YCH Group, one of Asia Pacific’s leading
integrated end-to-end supply chain
management and logistics partner, has
announced the launch of its retail hub in
Xiamen, China. The project is managed
by YCH Group on behalf of XPD-YCH
Logistics, a joint venture between YCH
Group and Xiamen Port Development, a
subsidiary of the Xiamen Port Group.
The four-storey retail hub will be the first
major mall in the region. Envisioned as an
iconic lifestyle-centric mall, it will serve the
needs of the population in the immediate
vicinity and the rapidly growing city of
Xiamen. Spanning 55,000 square metres
with a built up space of 100,000 square
metres, the facility was converted from
XPD-YCH Logistics’ existing warehouse in
Xiamen, and will be fully operational from
15 December 2016.
This initiative is timely as Xiamen is
currently one of the fastest growing cities
in China, growing at 6.7 per cent with a
population of 4.4 million. China has also
overtaken the US to become the world’s
largest retail market in 2016 with total
sales of US$4.886tr. Aside from local
demand, the mall also aims to cater to
the burgeoning Chinese retail scene
while playing a key role in strengthening
Xiamen’s status as one of China’s most
popular tourist destinations. Xiamen
received 1.63 million tourists from home
and abroad, and raked in RMB1.853bn in
tourism revenue according to statistics
released by the Xiamen Tourism Bureau
on 7 October 2015.

Asia laments Trump’s rejection of Trans-Pacific Partnership
President-elect Donald Trump says he wants to pull out of the Trans-Pacific Partnership
but other Pacific Rim leaders are vowing to push market-opening efforts they say are vital
for growth. The possible decline of the 12-nation TPP could give a boost to alternative
initiatives including one promoted by China in which the US is not taking part.
Trump’s message, in a brief video, was issued after President Barack Obama and other
leaders of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation group, meeting in Peru, called Sunday
for fighting the backlash against trade highlighted by Trump’s victory and Britain’s vote to
leave the European Union.
Promoters of the TPP say it is a step toward building a wider, pan-Pacific free trade zone,
though critics object it would shift too much control over regulation to companies from
governments and the public.

Lego opens its first factory in Asia
Lego’s first Asian factory opened in eastern Zhejiang province, China, on November 2016.
It is expected to supply up to 80 per cent of the products the Danish company sells in the
booming Asian market.
The news plant in the city of Jiaxing will employ 1,200 people. It represents an investment
of more than €100m. On its way to becoming the most sustainable plant Lego has ever
built, the factory is in the process of getting 20,000 solar panels installed on its roof over
the coming few months. They will eventually reduce the plant’s carbon dioxide emissions
by more than 4,000 metric tons annually, and provide seven per cent of the factory’s total
electricity.
But Lego won’t be the only manufacturer churning out colourful building blocks. A
variety of knockoff products are already swamping the Chinese market, prompting some
economists to question the new factory’s prospects.
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features
International Trade Agreements
On Possible Standstill What Will
Keep Businesses Standing?
by Frans Kok, General Manager, Asia Pacific, AEB

F

or the world, 2016 has been a year of unpredictability to say the least.

The collapse of the seventh largest container carrier in the world is just one example out of many. Hanjin Shipping’s crisis has
consolidated the logistics industry further, leaving about US$14bn worth of cargo stranded. In the wake of such an industry-shocking
event, carriers announced an increase in container freight rates by as much as 50 per cent. This has led to a significant increase in global
freight costs as retailers scrambled to secure shipping services ahead of the year-end peak holiday shopping season.
Just when we thought that the world economy is taking a turn and emerging from the financial doldrums of the 2008 financial crisis, 2016
emerged to be a year of political uncertainties. This trend, along with the unpredictability of the global economy, will continue into 2017.
In the post-BREXIT and post-Trump victory world, free trade agreements are currently in jeopardy.
If President-elect Donald Trump were to upend deals, such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and with talks of the
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) in disarray, the rise in tariffs can add a high percentage cost for cross-border trade with the US. This impact
could reverberate globally. In light of this, how can businesses in Asia look into other forms of costs savings to mitigate the rising costs
in logistics and shipping in the next 12 months?
External trade costs, such as tariffs and third-party logistics (3PL) service fees, could take a significant hike in 2017, especially if trade deals
are suspended or dismantled. In order to balance rising external costs, businesses must look internally to reduce operational logistic costs
through either the adoption of new technology, or cutting down the excess in current supply chain processes. This means that a business
will take either of two distinct routes - changing their current logistics infrastructure to adapt to new technologies, or further analysing
their current supply chain processes to cut away fat to create a lean and efficient supply chain.
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Adopting digital in supply chain
Digital transformation has been long
forecasted in many industries across
various processes, including the need
for businesses to further automate their
supply chain management. Given the
current global economic and political
environment, 2017 is when businesses
will likely begin to look into adopting
digital strategies and tools to manage the
unpredictable situations brought about by
the current climate. Failure to do so means
businesses will, in the long run, become
less and less competitive.
As part of digital transformation, more
and more businesses will migrate their
processes to the cloud. Businesses that
are based in countries equipped with the
digital infrastructure will find it be easier to
develop their digitisation efforts.
For companies, where a large part of their
successes are driven by their strength in
managing their supply chains in a highly
efficient manner, their ability to further
manage their operational costs in logistics
will determine their business profitability.
And in order for businesses to do that well,
the reluctance to adopt any digital tools
or to further automate their supply chain
management processes can no longer be
an option. It is now a must.
Managing freight costs using digital
tools
One of the ways in which businesses
can cut down their operational costs is to
better manage their freight costs.
As part of efforts to further automate their
supply chains with the objective of cost
savings, companies need to look into a
more efficient freight cost management
through the use of digital tools that will
allow them to have more visibility of their
supply chains.
With companies becoming increasingly
wary of the accuracy of their freight bills,
more companies are expected to seek out
better cost effective auditing services in
2017. Freight charges can represent up to
ten per cent of a company’s total expense,
so cutting freight costs is an excellent way
for companies to make up for increased
costs in other areas, such as trade tariffs.
Given that many businesses lack the
manpower and skillsets needed for freight
auditing, engaging in a service provider to
perform a thorough audit is crucial. This is
especially true for SMEs in the Asia Pacific
region.
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Businesses would no longer have to
worry about the time-consuming tasks of
auditing their freight invoices and would
enjoy savings on both their freight and
operational costs. Supply chain managers
would have access to analyses, ad hoc
reports, alerts, and dashboards that help
them reconcile invoices and corrections in
a more efficient manner.
With on-going audits that can be
automated, businesses will have more
transparency in their supply chains. They
are able to embark on data-driven decisionmaking and planning, and the benefits are
enormous.

AEB foresees freight cost management
having a critical role in creating a more
efficient supply chain while offsetting
higher trade tariffs and global trade costs.
Crucially, companies must take immediate
action, whether through digitalising or
analysing their current supply chain. If
not, they risk drowning amidst rising trade
costs brought on by the potential end of
trade deals and isolationist policies.

Visibility equates to profitability
Through the use of digital tools and data
analytics, companies can utilise real-time
visibility to help manage their freight costs.
Businesses will only need to pay for what
they ship, and can make more informed
decisions about shipping operations to
improve their bottom line.
For example, carrier costs is an area where
organisations often overspend. Most
businesses examine their carrier costs
only where there is a variance, without
realising that the daily choices that they
make have an impact on their business
profitability.
Equally as important, businesses can
make more informed decisions about
their shipping operations to improve their
bottom line. By having real-time visibility
on freight volume, they are able to
consolidate their freight and negotiate for
better shipping costs.
Businesses can also be more proactive in
examining spend. As a result, they can be
more strategic in carrier selection where
they are able to better choose the right
carriers and shipping options.
At the operational level, once the manual
tasks of freight management have been
automated, businesses can focus on
value-adding activities. These activities
can include discrepancy negotiation and
resolution with forwarders, while keeping
a sharp eye on freight invoices without
sacrificing quality control.
In the upcoming months, topics related
to digital transformation and supply chain
automation are going to be discussed more
seriously within the logistics industry.
With an eye on saving significant costs,
time, and effort for all parties involved.

About the Author
Currently based in Singapore, Frans
has more than 20 years experience in
the IT and Automotive Industry, serving
the logistics and supply chain needs of
customers from many countries in the US,
Europe and Asia.
He has extensive experience in
International Sales, Marketing and
Business Development, and a strong
background in both direct and indirect
sales for Mobile Application, Supply Chain
Management, Enterprise Applications and
Integration Platforms.
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How to Achieve a Patient-Centric
Supply Chain with IoT
by Alex Maxwell, Vice President, Life Sciences and Healthcare, DHL Supply Chain, Asia Pacific

F

or life sciences and healthcare companies in Asia Pacific, the region is a complex beast. It is home to nearly 3.7 billion people, which
makes up more than 50 per cent of the global population. By 2025, the region’s medical technology market is expected to hit a value
of US$190bn while the ageing population is expected to grow to 1.1 billion people. The region also accounts for two-thirds of the
global disease burden caused by major chronic respiratory ailments.
While there is a huge market for life sciences and healthcare services, meeting these demands can be difficult. One of the main reasons
is the diversity of market segments. Each country presents its own challenges in terms of geography and population spread. In countries
like India and China, extending healthcare services to rural regions can prove particularly difficult. Vast distances, challenging terrain,
and poor transportation infrastructure hamper logistics efforts. As a result, many underdeveloped areas suffer from low availability of
healthcare services.
Financial concerns also discourage patients from adopting several healthcare offerings. Asia Pacific customers are more frugal in their
spending as many economies are still developing. For example, annual healthcare expenditure per capita was US$367 in China and
US$107 in Indonesia. This is a far cry from those in the US and UK, which were US$9,145 and US$3,598 respectively. In India, many are
unable to afford the high costs of healthcare. The Indian government estimates that high healthcare costs drive as many as 63 million
Indians into poverty annually.
The region also suffers from a lack of life sciences and healthcare talent. For instance, the Singapore government estimated that the
nation requires 30,000 more healthcare professionals to take care of its ageing population by 2020. In Vietnam, there is only an average of
seven to eight healthcare workers for every 10,000 Vietnamese—drastically lower than the global average. This shortage could decrease
the quality of care, resulting in longer waiting times and limited patient-physician interactions.
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In order to treat these market ailments,
it is important to rethink the way
organisations operate their healthcare
supply chains. With new innovations in
the realm of Internet of Things (IoT), a cure
can be quickly realised. Advancements in
medical devices, sensors, and logistics
technologies can shape supply chains to
better suit the growing needs of patients
and requirements of organisations in the
life sciences and healthcare sector.

At the same time, IoT allows companies
to facilitate device upkeep, ensuring that
they are constantly in tip-top condition
for patients. Sensors can provide critical
updates about devices for maintenance.
They can notify logistics providers to
send replacement parts as soon as a
fault is identified. Remote clinics can
also apply this technology to alert supply
chain operators to replenish medical
supplies when they run low. Overall, these
efficiencies will bring down operating
costs and product wastage, allowing
companies to control their budgets better.

Reaching out with mobile medical
technologies

Adopt a proactive approach to patient
treatment

Life sciences and healthcare organisations
can take advantage of the recent
emergence
of
mobile
healthcare
technologies. There is immense potential
for these innovations to push the
boundaries of medical offerings and break
the limitations imposed by distances.
Treatments like haemodialysis have been
mobilised so patients living in remote
areas with kidney diseases do not have
to travel far for their dialysis. These mobile
capabilities can be extended to diagnostic
devices as well, broadening the types
of healthcare options available for this
unreached market.

Over time, companies can respond more
intelligently to patient requests and
emergency situations as more data is
collected. Life sciences and healthcare
companies can have a bigger picture of
patient conditions and epidemiological
patterns, empowering them to create
better services and deliver treatments
proactively. For instance, collated patient
data can help practitioners keep track
of the number of cases for a particular
disease, which can allow them to prepare
for or prevent a potential outbreak.

Creating a patient-centric supply chain
with Internet of Things

Equipped with these highly portable
solutions, companies can work with supply
chain experts to deliver them rapidly to
patients. Transport fleets today can also be
outfitted with the latest sensors, allowing
logistics operators to optimise fleet
utilisation and plan routes strategically to
ensure that treatments are delivered in the
shortest time possible.
Improve the efficiency of healthcare
services
The power of IoT also allows life sciences
and healthcare companies to achieve more
with less. Sensors on mobile treatment
and diagnostic devices collect important
patient data and feed them back to a
cloud-based central database. This saves
healthcare professionals tremendous
amount of travelling and administrative
time. With patient information being
channelled to them instead of the other
way around, professionals can focus
on what they do best—diagnose and
prescribe treatments for patients.
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In terms of logistics, operators can
streamline the supply chain from endto-end. They can optimise medical
inventories to ensure that supplies are
easily accessible and adequately stocked.
RFID technology can also help operators
identify temperature requirements of
certain drugs. This allows them to allocate
trucks
with
temperature-controlled
environments to ship these products so
that they are ready to be administered
upon arrival.
Build a healthcare supply chain that
cares
IoT has the potential to streamline the
supply chain so it is more sensitive to
patient needs. As the countries in Asia
Pacific continue to develop, patient
demands will only grow more complex
over the next few years. It is time for life
sciences and healthcare companies to
explore the possibilities of IoT to vaccinate
against operational inefficiencies, logistics
issues, and rising operating costs.

About the Author
Alex Maxwell is DHL Supply Chain’s
regional business development lead in
Asia Pacific. Based in Shanghai, China,
he oversees a portfolio across the region,
which covers 132 customers, in 14
countries occupying in excess of 500,000
sq. metres of warehousing space. The Life
Sciences and Healthcare sector generated
around 18 per cent of DHL Supply Chain’s
annual revenue in 2015.
Alex has over 20 years’ experience in the
logistics industry, 14 of which has been in
Asia Pacific working in the Life Sciences
and Healthcare sector, based out of
Hong Kong, India, and Shanghai. He has
been with DHL Supply Chain since early
2012. Prior to that, he worked for major
pharmaceutical companies, including
Novartis, Dade Behring Diagnostics and
Fenwal Blood Technologies.
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™

“We were able to reduce our workforce
by 20%, but actually increase throughput.
We estimated that has saved us about
a million dollars”
John Guy, Vice President of Supply Chain and Distribution,
Briggs and Stratton Corporation

Read more about how
JDA’s labor management
solution can help your business
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How India Can Clean Up
Supply Chains By 2019
by Vikas Argod, Manager, Supply Chain Operations & Sivaram Murthy, Senior Consultant,
Integrated Demand and Supply Planning, Chainalytics

S

wachh Bharat Abhiyan. Translated from Hindi, this phrase means “Clean India
Mission” and it represents a massive campaign by India’s government to clean the
country. The effort is sweeping, covering everything from roads and infrastructure to
solid waste in more than 4,000 cities and towns. The goal is equally ambitious: Clean India
by Mahatma Gandhi’s 150th birthday. That is 2 October, 2019, which gives the country less
than three years to significantly reduce roadside litter and solid waste.
Even with the help of three million government employees and students, grassroots
efforts and behavioural changes are unlikely to be effective without reforming, improving –
and in some cases, creating for the very first time – waste management and infrastructure
supply chains. Successfully meeting the goal of a cleaner India will require action from the
government on three key fronts: packaging research, policy integration and establishing a
supply chain centre of excellence.
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Investing in less wasteful packaging
As the last step in the product cycle,
packaging does not always enjoy as
much attention as manufacturing or
transportation – but it is the first step in
the waste cycle. That makes it a great
place to start for anyone looking for ways
to boost sustainability and/or reduce
waste. India’s government can achieve
quick results by incentivising the private
sector to use more biodegradable and
recyclable packaging. One mechanism
that can be used is to waive the Swachh
Bharat Cess, India’s 0.5 per cent service
tax, for companies that show year-overyear reductions in non-biodegradable and/
or non-recyclable packaging [in the GST
world, when India gets there, a similar
incentive scheme can be designed].
These incentives should be augmented
by investing in the type of packaging
improvement research that is better suited
for the government than the private sector.
Funding institutions, like the Council of
Scientific and Industrial Research, Indian
Institutes of Science Education and
Research, National Institute of Design,
and Indian Institute of Packaging, with
grants will yield multiple solutions focused
entirely on reducing waste.
Integrating
policy
management
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Supply Chain Centre of Excellence for
solution management
By creating a supply chain centre of
excellence (CoE), India can reduce
inefficiencies and prevent every state, city,
and municipality from having to reinvent
the wheel. A CoE can develop a successful,
efficient, and repeatable solution that local
officials can use in building solid waste
supply chains. Everything, from process
maps, technology options, organisational
structures, and skilled resources, should
be provided by this CoE. This provides a
single repository of information that all of
India’s cities can draw from, freeing them
up to dedicate resources to planning and
construction instead of development.
It also keeps the national government
from having to get directly involved with
waste management infrastructure at the
local level. Setting up a think tank that
gives both the private and public sector
access to the best information empowers
them to handle implementation. It also
gives entrepreneurs the intelligence they
need to build disruptive marketplaces
that ultimately reduce transaction costs,
organically bolstering efficiency. Solutions
that are advised by research and best
practices from a national government
level, optimised by private entrepreneurs,
and implemented by local authorities will
serve waste management needs best.

With such vast geography that includes
mountains, deserts, coasts, and tropical
rainforests India is also home to more
than a billion people with tremendous
cultural diversity. That makes a “one size
fits all” approach to waste management
problematic, which is why individual cities
are addressing the issue on their own.
This is vital because the desert regions of
India cannot implement water intensive
operations to deal with solid waste, and
for some areas, a hub and spoke model
makes more sense than centralised waste
processing.

If India invests in creating institutions and
skillsets that promote “clean India” supply
chains, it will realise a much better return
than getting involved in directly managing
those chains itself. We can expect a large
percentage of effort from the government
to focus on sewage and human waste
streams because the most glaring
problem that India wants to eliminate by
its deadline is open defecation. That is a
fairly simple goal to measure success on
as opposed to the more ambiguous goal
of “significantly reducing roadside litter
and solid waste.”

This need for solution independence
also presents itself in national policy. For
example, “Make In India,” Food and Safety
Standards, and the National e-Governance
Plan all use separate standards for waste
management. It is better to integrate
waste management into every existing
and new policy than to create a unique
department or policy for it. However, at
the national level, every regulation and
policy that needs a waste management
component should have one integrated
and make sure that it is compatible with
the requirements that other departments
are implementing.

However, the impact that the country can
have on its environment by thinking about
all of its supply chains and waste streams
is large. Multinationals conducting
business in India can also participate by
introducing their own initiatives to reduce
packaging waste, whether incentivised by
the government or not.

As Mahatma Gandhi once said, “the
difference between what we do and what
we are capable of doing would suffice
to solve most of the world’s problems.”
Closing that gap by investing in packaging
research, integrating waste management
policy, and creating a supply chain centre
of excellence would be the best tribute
the current administration could provide
for his 150th birthday.
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Material Handling Equipment:
The Bedrock of Supply Chain
With so much emphasis on dazzling supply chain innovations, such as high-end artificial
intelligence, delivery drones and self-driving trucks, it is important not to ignore the
transformation of the more basic, but extremely critical, material handling equipment
(MHE) aspect of the whole supply chain operations. Investing in high-quality MHE, such
as lift trucks and fleet management systems, will go a long way to success.
“This is evident when you see that 88 per cent of the Fortune 500 companies, 92 per
cent of the top 50 e-commerce companies in the US, 70 per cent of the top 10 green
companies in the world, and 60 per cent of the top 50 innovative companies count
among Crown’s customers,” said Mr Steven Hill, Managing Director, Southeast Asia,
Crown Equipment.
Having worked in the industry for over 30 years in Europe, Australia and Asia, Mr Hill has
an extensive knowledge of what is important within the supply chain and warehousing
industry today and in the future, knowing it has been developed through delivering
business productivity improvements to both global and local SME companies.
In this issue of Supply Chain Asia magazine, Mr Hill shares his thoughts on the
company’s operations, the potential growth of Asia Pacific region, and what excites him
about being part of the industry.
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Having worked in the MHE industry for
over 30 years in Europe, Australia and
Asia, how different is the industry in the
different regions?
There are numerous differences between
Europe, Australia and Asia, which
businesses working across these regions
need to manage to survive and succeed.
Important variances include language and
cultural differences, regulatory differences
and wide-ranging economic climates.
In certain Southeast Asian countries, land
for warehousing is becoming increasingly
limited. In these areas, the trend for
warehouses is to go ‘up, not out’, with both
multi-storey facilities and taller, narrower
aisles. This is a contrast compared to
Australia, where there is more space and
warehouses are generally single-storey.
Differences across regions are further
compounded by operational budgets
and respective local industry’s ability to
support the latest technology offerings. In
Australia, the quality of fleet management
systems, such as InfoLink, have become
an increasingly important factor in medium
and large-sized entities selecting their
MHE partner, due to its ability to reduce
administration work and the emphasis on
safety and reducing workplace incidents in
that region. This technology has a strong
following with the larger global companies
in Southeast Asia but its use among small
to medium-sized entities is not as strong.

Reports suggest that the MHE industry
was estimated to be worth $115bn in
2015 and will reach a total market size
of US$148bn by 2021 at a compound
annual growth rate of 4.31 per cent. Is
this an accurate forecast? Why or why
not? Which region is set to spend the
most?
There is sound evidence to suggest the
forecast market size of $148bn by 2021
is credible and the industry is set for
continued growth.
Economic reports vary by country and
industry but all indicators suggest that
growth within the material handling
industry, especially within Southeast Asia,
will continue for the foreseeable future. In
particular, we are witnessing an increasing
number of manufacturing businesses
establishing new facilities in Thailand,
the Philippines and Vietnam. Increased
employment opportunities within the
region are boosting the average disposable
income which is, in turn, helping to drive
demand for local access to well-known
international household brands.
This leverages the need for the opening
of new warehouse facilities to house and
deliver these in-demand goods in these
countries, as well as the stock from the
emerging manufacturing ventures.
Can you share with us
operations in Asia Pacific?

Crown’s

Crown Equipment’s Asia Pacific operation
began in 1966 with the establishment of
the Australian headquarters in Smithfield,
Sydney.
With the experience gained in Australia,
Crown set up operations in Southeast Asia
in 1978 with the Southeast Asia regional
headquarters now located in Singapore.
This proved to be a solid launching pad for
the rest of the region and Singapore now
hosts the recently-built Southeast Asia
Parts Distribution Centre located in Tuas,
in the country’s west.
The Asia Pacific region is serviced through
an extensive retail branch network
structure, which includes locations across
Australia, New Zealand, Singapore,
Thailand, South Korea, the Philippines,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam, Taiwan
and China. Crown recently launched in a
number of new locations with branches
in the growth hubs of Johor, Malaysia;
Rayong, Thailand; and Clark in the
Philippines. Additional new locations are
being established in South Korea and
Vietnam.
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Out of the different material handling
equipment, Automated Guided Vehicles
(AGV) and Automated Storage/Retrieval
Systems will witness maximum growth
due to increasing demand arising from
different industry verticals.
Product introductions such as InfoLink
fleet management solutions, our service
technician communication tool, our turret
stockpicker range and our Battery Health
Monitor Technology are examples of
Crown innovations that are available to
businesses at a manageable cost, while
providing fully-tested and proven realworld performance, efficiency and safety
advantages.
Crown is taking the same approach with
its rollout of automated solutions, utilising
technology to help customers address
specific needs.
For example, Crown recently unveiled in
the UK its Auto Fence and Auto Positioning
System solutions that leverage radio
frequency identification (RFID) technology
to help enhance safety and productivity.
Auto Fence controls or limits forklift
operation near a hazard or where greater
caution is required. The Auto Positioning
System automates travel and lift functions
for the most efficient path between the
forklift and its destinations.
Do you feel there is enough interest in
the Asia Pacific region for the adoption
of automation in warehouses and
manufacturing plants? Is technology
adoption growing at an acceptable
pace?
There is definitely interest and, I would
say, a lot of curiosity in the Asia Pacific
region around automation, which would
suggest a level of support for technology
adoption. Customers are recognising
that automation comes in many forms,
adopting a range of solutions from semiautomation to optimise specific tasks to
fixed automation through to AGVs.
Often, it is a mix of manual and automated
solutions that best fits a customer’s unique
situation. Many customers are adopting
semi-automated solutions that enable
them to operate more traditionally when
appropriate while they are free to employ
automation when it is most effective.
Crown’s QuickPick Remote order picking
tool is often utilised in this manner.

This
semi-automated
approach
to
automating the warehouse is becoming
widely accepted because it offers
flexibility and increased productivity at
the same time and is a natural step in the
technology evolution that is underway in
the warehouse and in the manufacturing
sector. Technologies that we are focused
on have an important application in existing
warehouses as well as warehouses of the
future.
Traditionally, warehouses only offer
labour-intensive positions. Moving
forward, is it possible for heavy labour
to be completely eliminated from
warehouses? What does the future
warehouse employee look like?
In warehouses around the world, a number
of roles and functions are in the process
of transitioning away from labour-intensive
arrangements to more automated,
streamlined processes. Improvements
in both technology and safety standards
have been triggers. However, the need for
people in the material handling industry
remains strong.
In the past 10 years, the greatest example
of warehouse operational change has
been driven by consumer demand, which
is linked to the growth in e-commerce.
Business models are constantly striving to
reduce on-hand inventory, to reduce the
burden of stock holding, to drive increased
stock turns and to supply goods ‘just
in time’. Online trading acceptance and
consumer support have driven demand for
smaller average picks and higher carton
distribution frequency.
In turn, this has adjusted the warehouse
picking process for business models that
operate within this channel, which is then
supported by the appropriate MHE and
labour solution.
The future warehouse will still have a
need for people within its operating
environment to optimise task completion
speeds. We believe that technology is the
future but it requires people management,
accurate measurement and quality control
to provide its true impact.
In your opinion, what makes Crown
stand out from its competitors?
Crown stands out from its competitors
in a number of ways. One of the most
important reasons is that the company
is bolstered by large numbers of factorytrained staff. We are not a distributor and
we make the equipment, including up to
85 per cent of its componentry.

When you work with Crown you are
working with people in possession of
great product knowledge and a thorough
understanding of warehouse supply chain
requirements. Knowledge is a major factor
separating Crown from the competition in
the Asia Pacific region.
Our customer-centric culture is another
important factor. We care about our
customers and their business becomes
our business. We are structured in a way
that provides them with the solutions
they require. Our customer focus can be
seen in our drive to vertically integrate
in manufacturing, for quality control and
parts availability. It also manifests itself in
our ability to offer total MHE solutions –
making it easier on the customer – as well
as our reach truck and high warehouse
storage specialisation.
A strong influence on the development
of our core values is Crown’s ownership
structure. As a family-owned business
that’s grown over the decades, we have
got a strong understanding of what is
important to businesses large and small.
An obvious positive result of our approach
can be seen in our global leadership of the
electric lift truck market and the following
figures can’t be ignored. This is evident
when you see that 88 per cent of the
Fortune 500 companies, 92 per cent of the
top 50 e-commerce companies in the US,
70 per cent of the top 10 green companies
in the world, and 60 per cent of the top
50 innovative companies count among
Crown’s customers.
What excites you most about being
involved in the MHE industry?
Whenever a business or person needs to
pick-up and move something larger than
one person can carry, a material handling
solution is required.
I really enjoy being able to work across
a vast industry sector which includes
manufacturing, transport, warehousing,
FMCG, retail, pharma, shipping, industrial,
construction, agriculture and services, to
name a few. There is never a day when
I do not learn something new from the
material handling industry or from within
my own company.
What excites me the most are the constant
opportunities to improve our business
and make significant enhancements to
the growth of Crown in the Southeast
Asian region, which makes my job really
worthwhile.
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The Assassin Deliveryman

T

he e-commerce market in Singapore is expected to be worth US$5.4bn (S$7.46bn)
by 2025, according to a recent report by Temasek and Google. The report states
that the Republic’s e-commerce market was valued at US$1bn in 2015, with online
shopping making up 2.1 per cent of retail sales – the highest proportion of all Southeast
Asian countries surveyed. By 2025, Singapore’s e-commerce market is expected to
make up 6.7 per cent of all retail sales, behind Indonesia’s eight per cent.
It is no surprise then that e-commerce giants are preparing to battle for a market share
of Singapore’s burgeoning e-commerce market. Alibaba has already developed strong
investments in the region through Lazada and SingPost, while Amazon has recently
released plans to launch in Singapore in 2017. Lazada has also recently acquired online
grocer, RedMart. It is expected to be a stormy and uncertain period for the e-commerce
players, least of all the e-commerce logistics providers themselves. How can the smaller
players hold the fort against the monstrous might of their competitors?
“It may be an advantage to have deep pockets, hi-end technologies and huge facilities.
But I truly believe it is the last mile delivery service that makes the real difference. In
order to succeed here, global companies, such as Amazon, must first understand the
local culture. In that sense, our company comes out tops,” says Mr Muhammad Aidil
Abdullah, Singapore Group Leader, Qxpress Pte Ltd.

In this issue of Supply Chain Asia, Mr Aidil shared with us his modest beginning as a
deliveryman, the company’s plans for the future, and the potential impact of Amazon on
Singapore’s e-commerce industry.
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But two months into his first job in UPS,
he was brought to the office and tasked
to carry out an unbearably menial job –
tearing papers.
“I did not exactly have a choice, so I did
what I was told. Then, after lunchtime,
one of UPS’s senior executives from the
US sat down with me, showed me the
papers that he tore, and compared them
with mine. His papers were cleanly and
carefully torn while mine looked untidy
and uneven. Clearly, I was not putting my
heart into tearing the papers. I only did
it because I had to. That was a wake-up
call to me. I learnt that regardless of the
task given to me, it is important for me to
do it with pride and passion. I carry that
lesson with me until now,” shares Mr Aidil,
who eventually became part of UPS’s
brokerage team that handled all customsrelated matters.
After leaving the company 13 years later,
he held managerial posts in SingPost,
DPex Worldwide Express, and DHL
before finally ending up at Qxpress,
an e-commerce logistics provider that
specifically catered to Qoo10 sellers and
customers in Singapore with more than
40,000 orders to fulfil per day—not an
easy task, considering Qoo10 currently
leads Asia’s online marketplace with 2.5
million registered users to date.
Learning to tear papers with pride
Like many leaders who fell in love with the
industry, Mr Aidil did not initially plan to
be in the logistics industry. In fact, when
he first saw a UPS deliveryman wearing a
neatly ironed, long-sleeve shirt and black,
shiny shoes, in 1990, he poked fun at him.
“I thought he was crazy running around
in that outfit in this weather. So imagine
my surprise when I was offered the same
job as a UPS deliveryman when I left
the army! I was young and adventurous
though, so I just accepted the role. In
the end, I enjoyed my experience and
that kickstarted my passion for last mile
delivery,” says Mr Aidil, who continues to
be in the industry for over 20 years.
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But unlike his first job in the industry, he
did not join Qxpress just to get his feet
wet. He believes in Qxpress’s vision, and
was prepared to dive into the company’s
project headfirst right from the start.
“A close friend of mine was the first
delivery vendor for Eurasia, which is now
Qxpress. Due to that connection, I have
known the company when they first
started with a storeroom at Chai Chee, to
having a warehouse now in Serangoon.
My friend started with managing about
400 parcels a day to over 1,000 for the
company. I felt that I was a part of this
company even before officially joining it.
That is how much I love and care about
Qxpress,” he adds after joining the
company in 2014.

A tough environment for newcomers
Mr Aidil has already held a discussion with
the team regarding Amazon’s potential
impact on Singapore’s e-commerce
market, and he remains confident that
Qxpress will continue to prevail in the
storm.
“Firstly, we have a headstart in the
industry. We understand the local culture,
and we have built trust and understanding
with the buyers and sellers. We have a
relatively low turnover rate, which gave
our local deliverymen a chance to build
relationships with our clients. Unless
our service level drops, this relationship
is not something our clients can easily
toss aside. I believe this is one of our
advantages,” explains Mr Aidil, who first
saw the potential growth of e-commerce
during his stint in DHL when the company
went through tonnes of e-commerce
parcels daily.
In addition, Mr Aidil believes Qxpress
Courier Operations system will ensure that
the company continues to stay relevant. It
provides an extensive level of visibility to
the company’s delivery. This means that
they can log into the system the night
before to check 80 per cent of the delivery
volume for the next day. To Mr Aidil, this
is one of the unique features provided by
Qxpress’s system, and refers to it as “the
best system for delivery vendors”.
Finally, Qxpress has had experience in this
situation before. When a new competitor
entered the industry with attractive
promotions and islandwide marketing,
some of Qxpress’s clients have actually
switched to its new rivals’ services.

“When the competitor first came into the
market, we initially lost some volume,
but we quickly regained it in a month.
So yes, it is possible we will feel a pinch
again for a short while, but as long as we
continue to carry out our services well
at a competitive price, I believe we will
maintain our market share. Customers
may be momentarily enticed by Amazon
but they will come back. Qoo10 may be
more affected by Amazon’s entry into the
market but Qxpress will continue to carry
out e-commerce delivery services for other
sellers and buyers,” shares Mr Aidil, who
takes pride in the company achieving more
than 99.9 per cent attempted delivery and
more than 95 per cent successful sameday delivery.
Preparing for the battleground
Despite the positives, Qxpress is not
resting on its laurels. There are plans
to proceed with a 30,000 square feet
warehouse next year and to consider
adoption of technologies, such as a
conveyor system. The company is also
already looking at ways to streamline its
operations processes and manpower.
“At the end of the day, as long as we
continue to maintain our costs and meet
the demands of the customers, we will
stay ahead in the game. There will be
teething issues of course, but we aim to
solve them before Amazon settles down,”
adds Mr Aidil.

While having suitable infrastructure
and technology are important, talent
management is still key to ensure that the
company can further improve its standing
in the industry. Mr Aidil is a hands-on
leader in this aspect, and he regularly
makes his rounds in the warehouse and
even personally trains new drivers on the
road. His love for the company means he
has set a high standard for the company
and adopts a no-nonsense attitude with
his staff.
“I know they call me the assassin behind
my back, and playfully warned the
others when I am on the ground doing
my rounds. It is funny, because I do not
think I am a fierce person. But I take my
work very seriously, and I actively seek
feedback from my staff on what we are
doing wrong and how we can help them
do their job better,” says Mr Aidil, who
leads a warehouse team of more than 60
staff, and an outsourced fleet of more than
250 vehicles.
Coming from a background of a
deliveryman, Mr Aidil is especially critical
of the drivers and expects the very best
out of them.
“Drivers will make or break Qxpress. I love
this company too much to let it go down
the drain,” states the 47-year-old.
Mr Aidil often reiterated his passionate
belief in the importance of good last mile
services. Does this mean he miss being a
simple deliveryman again?
He takes a moment to think over his
response, smiles and replies with a simple
“yes”.
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Logistics 4.0: Supplying the
future today, with tomorrow’s
lighting technology
by Jitender Khurana, Director, Professional Lighting Solutions (Singapore), Philips Lighting

A

SEAN remains a market of opportunity despite the slowing global economy. As
trade continues to expand between member states under the ASEAN Economic
Community (AEC), the logistics sector in Singapore will likewise expand in
tandem with the growing demand for trade within and beyond the region. The region’s
middle class is expected to reach 400 million in 2020 leading to growth in e-commerce
and demand for enhanced warehousing facilities. These factors, coupled with initiatives
like the ASEAN Open Skies agreement under the AEC, further enables better flow of
goods between member countries.
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The Logistics Professional Conversion Programme (PCP) is a Place and Train programme aims to equip
trainees with practical logistics and supply chain skills and knowledge required to perform at their job.

Who are eligible
•
•
•
•

Participant must be a Singapore Citizen or Singapore Permanent Resident;
Must be newly hired PMET and nominated by eligible participating company for PCP;
Must not be in a similar job role prior to joining PCP and have at least 1 year of working experience;
Holding a minimum Diploma qualification or equivalent.

For more information, please visit www.scala.com.sg or email admin@scala.com.sg

Stepping into Industry 4.0
This represents an area of opportunity for
logistics firms in ASEAN. For example,
Singapore, which tops the McKinsey Global
Institute’s country connectedness index, is
also one of the top-rated countries globally
for logistics performance. Advanced levels
of developments, technology, education
and global network connectivity, enable
Singapore to remain as one of the key
drivers of growth for the region. As
the region’s most advanced economy,
and a smart nation, how can Singapore
lead the charge in building up advanced
supply chain systems that can meet the
growing logistical needs for importers and
exporters out of the region?
The integration of smart, intelligent
technologies into typically traditionally-run
industries, provide support for future and
current demand for logistics in the region.
It is also what will bring this sector into
the fourth industrial revolution, or Industry
4.0. From a human capital perspective,
Industry 4.0 is important to the global
logistics industry as it unlocks the potential
for businesses to evolve as employers,
equipping workers with skills that take
them into the digital economy. These
workers, now trained in the Internet of
Things, will see themselves perform tasks
with increased productivity and creativity,
working together in perfect harmony with
their network-enabled counterparts in
other functions.
State-of-the-art facilities on the rise
In Singapore, the upcoming Toll City
development will see a deployment of an
intelligent lighting system. This system
gives comprehensive control and flexibility
over traditional lighting systems, which
typically have only two modes of operation
– off and on. The scalable and future-proof
system of luminaires integrates sensors
for presence and day light sensing in
more than 2,500 light points across the
10,000 square metre facility. Through
wireless means, data acquired through
the luminaires can unlock unprecedented
insights with detailed reporting. These
insights can help facility managers make
informed decisions around managing
lighting and space efficiently; and ensuring
spaces are fully lit as needed to enhance
work safety for the ground staff.
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The back-end system allows for remote
monitoring and management of the
entire lighting system, providing high
level analytics on energy usage, space
utilisation and heat maps, making regrouping and zoning of lit areas, and the
integration into the iBMS (integrated
Building Management System) possible.
With a lighting lifetime of 50,000 hours
and extendable to 70,000 hours with
lighting controls, maintenance as a result
of operational downtime and disruption is
highly reduced. This system promises to
lower Toll’s carbon footprint, with at least
50 per cent energy and cost savings. This
represents a win-win situation for Toll,
in bringing the facility onboard industry
4.0, as well as enabling them to better
anticipate and meet growth of the region’s
logistics industry with increased efficiency
and productivity.
While the “always on” nature of the
logistics industry has traditionally led
to high operating costs, especially in
labour and utilities, Industry 4.0 and
smart warehousing technologies promise
positive change for the industry. State-ofthe-art systems housed in next-generation
warehouses will see the exact needs of
the facilities met with lowered operating
costs and reliance on natural resources,
while having no compromise to operational
safety. Bringing traditional industries into
Industry 4.0 also represents a significant
step in the digital transformation of the
region. Lighting technology like the one
used in Toll City are easy to install and
deploy, and can be easily reconfigured to
adjust to specific business needs.
Toll City is poised to be a future-ready
gateway to Asia Pacific and the world.
With the facility’s adoption of futureproof technologies, Toll Global Logistics is
well-placed to support future and current
demands of the region and beyond, while
building on Singapore’s enviable position
as one of the top logistics performers
globally. Companies should follow suit,
and explore ways to advance their
position through digital technologies,
and it can always begin with the lighting
fixtures to make them deliver beyond just
illumination. With industries becoming a
part of the fourth industrial revolution, the
world will be able to balance the demands
of today with needs of tomorrow in mind.

About the Author
Jitender has been with Philips since
1999, and has experienced varied roles in
postings to four different countries.
In Singapore, his passion has been to
drive and grow the systems and services
lighting businesses. Under his leadership,
his team has achieved the top ranking
in Southeast Asia for fastest growing
smart systems and services businesses,
experiencing a doubling of these sales in
the last two years.
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A Holistic Manufacturing
Sourcing Location Strategy
Beyond Labour Cost
by Peter Hopper, Partner, Managing Director, Strategic Decisions Group

W

ith factory wages rising, brands that previously had the majority of sourced
production in China are shifting abroad to countries with lower wage rates, such
as Indonesia, Vietnam and Bangladesh, to maintain their traditional low-cost
advantage.
According to the 2016 Fashion Industry Benchmarking Study released by the US Fashion
Industry Association, 77 per cent say “Made in China” accounts for less than 50 per
cent of their companies’ total sourcing value or volume. Results confirm that US fashion
companies are not “putting all eggs in one basket” and “China Plus Many” has become a
commonly adopted sourcing strategy. This trend is also seen in the technology sector, with
the investment from Foxconn and Samsung Electronics in India and Vietnam respectively.
Brands till now have been satisfied with the comparative advantages from labour cost
arbitrage. As the business environment changes, can the decision-making process on
sourcing locations remain so simple? Should there be additional factors other than wage
cost trends that have to be taken into consideration?
Decision-making in a complex & uncertain world
Across every sector of society, decision-makers are struggling to manage the heightened
complexity and uncertainty in the business environment. What should be done to ensure
that organisations’ strategies are optimal and no value is left on the table?
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To achieve that, we must have a rational
and systematic decision-making process
that always involves the right people. Such
a process should focus on the six elements
that define high-quality decisions: setting
the right frame, considering alternatives,
gathering
meaningful
information,
clarifying values and trade-offs, using
logical reasoning, and commitment to
action.
Following this approach can prevent
us from falling into some of the most
commonly known decision-making biases,
such as prudence, overconfidence and
reductive fallacy, which would lead us to
false decisions, missed opportunities and
huge costs to organisations.
Therefore, in deciding new sourcing
locations, it is important to fully understand
the sources and the real impact of the
uncertainties faced by manufacturers
in each alternative. In this way, they can
determine the most optimal strategy
and focus on what really affects value
and what can be done to mitigate the
downside risks.

Risk profiling
Risk heat maps and risk rankings are
commonly-used tools by brands to assess
the risk profile of sourcing countries.
However, they are highly subjective,
reflect only a static view and tend to deemphasise high–impact, low-probability
events. Beyond the traditional quantitative
metrics and analytics, it is essential to use
advanced analytics which also takes into
account the probability of risks and the
shifting dynamics.

Risk factors faced by brands when
determining their sourcing location
strategy can be categorised into four
areas – economic and trade, supply chain,
geopolitical and brand.
1. Economic and trade risks, which
include uncertainties in material and wage
inflation, exchange rate, protectionism
policies and trade agreements, are factors
that can impact the landed cost of products
directly. Brazil, for instance, imposed new
anti-dumping duties against China and
a few other countries after an economic
downturn, making production in China and
exporting to Brazil less desirable.
Donald Trump’s recent election in US
has also significantly change the global
economic and trade risk profile. Showing
enthusiasm for trade protectionism, and
the reversal of previously secured trade
agreements has the potential to change
the landscape again.
Should the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)
not be ratified, which now seems likely,
the impact on Vietnam will be significant.
Sourcing strategies based on an
assumption that Vietnam would become a
partner in an existing or newly setup trade
agreement will need to be revised.

2. Supply Chain risks refer to the
unpredictable disruptions in production
and distribution that can be caused by
various reasons, such as raw materials
delays, factory fires, transportation
breakdowns, labour disruptions and natural
disasters. Unexpected ramp-up delays
when expanding into a new country or
region, or government intervention in land
acquisition, may also cause insufficient
capacity and thus business delays.
3. Geopolitical risks can lead to
temporary shutdowns of factories, delays
in production and/or direct losses. The
simmering territorial disputes in the South
China Sea and the uncertainty of the
democratic reform in Myanmar are some
of the geopolitical concerns in Asia among
brands.
4. Brand risks refer to the risk to
reputation caused by major labour and
HSE (Health, Safety & Environment)
related controversies for the brands. With
the rising growth of social media usage,
the world is increasingly interconnected.
Information flows instantly around the
globe. Brands have become more fragile.
This is particularly a concern for those with
high brand value. If such an event happens,
the brand is likely to face reparation costs
and a period of slower or negative sales
growth.
Due to a lack of experience, it is expected
that compliance risk will be higher when
vendors are expanding into new countries
or regions. Factory additions or closures
and a stretched ramp-up schedule will
also likely increase the chance of noncompliance with policies and standards,
and thus increase brand risk.
The chase for cheap labour is over
For years, brands have been moving
their production location from country
to country, chasing the cheapest labour
source. With advancements in robotics
and other manufacturing technologies, as
well as the increasing importance of local
market proximity, brands need no longer
to simply focus on labour wage to decide
where to open and expand factories.
A systematic decision-making process
which involves an appropriate frame in
place, a broad set of alternatives and a
good understanding of the sources of
values and impact of risks are paramount
to good sourcing location decisions.
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Gaining Visibility into 2017
3 Defining Trends for the
Supply Chain Industry
by Ryan Goh, Vice President & General Manager, Sales, Zebra Technologies Asia Pacific

A

s we come to the end of 2016,
it is worth taking stock of the
technological bounds forward that
have been achieved. Giant strides have
been made in autonomous vehicles,
machine learning, Artificial Intelligence
(AI) capabilities, robotics, the 5G wireless
network, and the sheer number of devices
connected to the internet.
It is perhaps enterprises, not least of
those in the supply chain industry, which
will benefit most from these technological
achievements as they set in motion
industry trends that look to dominate
2017. Zebra Technologies foresees an
exciting year ahead, driven by trends such
as the evolution of wearable technology,
smart tags, 3D barcodes, smart sensing,
autonomous systems, machine learning,
the use of virtual assistants with natural
language capabilities, and even the use of
virtual reality and augmented reality.
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Here are some of the most exciting
possibilities for the industry, as we move
into the new year.
Visibility of assets, people, and
transactions – or the lack thereof – will
have an increasingly large impact on
businesses
With the use of barcodes and radio
frequency identification (RFID) tags,
“things” are given digital voices. Gartner
estimates that there will be 6.4 billion
connected “things” in use worldwide
by 2016, up 30 per cent from 2015, with
the number set to reach 20.8 billion in
2020. Businesses, especially those in the
transportation and logistics (T&L) sector,
are increasingly aware of the benefits
of tracking assets, which is driven by
data capture devices such as barcode
imagers, RFID readers, and beacons. With
the ability to translate printed code and
patterns into decipherable data and text,
such devices will see rising demand in
response to enterprises’ growing appetite
for data and the real-time insights and
analytics they enable.
While operational visibility is invaluable,
it is imperative that organisations have a
handle on the performance and health of
the fleet of devices that make this visibility
possible. Research from Zebra has shown
that a single device failure can result in up
to 80 minutes of lost productivity; multiply
that risk by the multitude of devices most
businesses employ today, and losses can
be catastrophic. Failure of any device
will have a direct impact on productivity,
possibly impacting customer satisfaction,
and ultimately the business’s bottom line,
which is why comprehensive management
platforms will be increasingly important in
2017.
Robotics, artificial intelligence, and
automation technologies gear up to
tackle supply-chain issues
IDC
recently
highlighted
robotics
technology as one of six innovation
accelerators, opening up new revenue
streams, changing the way work
is performed, and driving digital
transformation. It also forecasts that global
spend on robotics and related services will
grow at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 17 per cent going from over
US$71bn in 2015 to US$135.4bn in 2019.

Indeed, Amazon and DHL have started
using robots in warehouses; these robots
are capable of lifting and shifting goods,
as well as bringing them to workers who
can then pick and pack the items. As
warehouses grow ever larger, this saves
workers the labor and time required to run
along the aisles – hand-picking items that
require shipping, increasing productivity
tremendously and saving the business
time and money.
Organisations will look to adopt more
automated form factors in the years
to come. These include roving robotic
devices or flying drones that can read
barcodes or RFID tags with little to no
human intervention. The Zebra Warehouse
Vision Study indicated that approximately
70 per cent of decision makers expect
to accelerate warehouse technology
investments, citing heightened customer
expectations as the impetus for the need
to improve fulfilment accuracy, reduce outof-stock situations, and shorten delivery
times.
Omni-channel
retail
usurps
e-commerce’s crown, but brings new
challenges
As a result of the accelerating popularity
and adoption of e-commerce – and more
recently – the click-and-collect retail
business model, brick-and-mortar stores
are under tremendous sales pressure,
making it necessary for them to shift
their business online. Almost counterintuitively, however, online retailers are
opening physical store fronts. The most
recent example of this would be Amazon’s
move into the physical retail space with its
Amazon Go concept store, which allows
customers to enter the store with the use
of an app, select the products they want,
and walk out without having to queue at
checkout counters.
However, supply chain challenges remain
or are even amplified in omni-channel
scenarios. For one, a lack of inventory
visibility makes it difficult for businesses
to anticipate or meet abrupt surges in
demand. With the need to better track
stock for both physical and online stores,
as well as predict demand across the
entire supply chain, supply chains for
omni-channel is increasing exponentially
in size and complexity. For another, the
T&L industry needs to meet customer
demand for next-day, same-day or even
next-hour delivery even as online orders
intensify. As such, RFID will continue to
grow in importance as the underpinning of
omni-channel retail, giving businesses the
visibility to see their inventory in real-time
to help them achieve flawless fulfilment.
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The digital supply chain
Five technologies to watch
by Yong Siew Mee, VP Global Marketing, Quintiq

These opportunities add up: A 2012 study
by General Electric estimates that the
rail freight sector could save as much as
$27bn over 15 years with just a one per
cent reduction in system inefficiency; in
aviation, an increase of one per cent in fuel
savings could translate to $30bn in savings
over the same period.
Blockchain
The push for visibility continues with
the blockchain. You might know it as
the technology behind Bitcoin, but its
applications go beyond finance. Blockchain
has the potential to simplify the way we
track and trade anything of value.

F

aster, smarter, and cheaper – 2017 will mark the turning point for a number of
technologies, and more importantly, for supply chains worldwide. Technologies
that were once thought of as emerging — The Internet of Things (IoT), blockchain,
augmented reality, 3D printing, and machine learning— will enter the mainstream and
grow at a phenomenal rate. What does this mean and how will it impact you? Let’s take
a closer look.
Internet of Things
Internet of Things (IoT), the network of connected physical objects, continues to grow at
a blistering pace of five million devices a day. In a recent study, tech research firm Gartner
estimates that there are 6.4 billion connected devices worldwide today. That is up 30 per
cent from 2015, and we are on track to hit 20.8 billion by 2020.
But IoT is more than just Fitbits and iPhones — it includes the GPS radio in a handheld
scanner, the RFID chip in a pallet, and the myriad networked sensors in everything from
pipes to machines. And while we probably won’t see any breakthroughs in 2017, we are
going to see increased adoption as costs continue to drop.
This trend marks a great opportunity for companies to push for end-to-end visibility in their
supply chains, which will give them a tremendous advantage, particularly in today’s volatile
markets, in detecting changes quickly as well as in spotting opportunities and threats.
For example, 3PLs could reduce fuel costs by optimising fleet routes based on real-time
traffic conditions; bulk logistics providers could ensure temperature stability for their cargo
in transit, and manufacturers could prevent stockouts by monitoring inventory across all
their distribution centres.
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Here’s how it works: Imagine that you
have a digital ledger for every item in your
supply chain – one that records every
transaction that occurs in its journey
through your supply chain. But instead of
storing it in a central database in the cloud,
every supplier is given a copy, in which
they will validate any changes by using
an algorithm. This system of distributed
consensus creates a single, immutable
version of the truth — boosting trust,
transparency, and efficiency among all
parties.
Although still in its infancy, blockchain
is worth keeping an eye on in 2017 as
we start to see it in action in the supply
chain. For example, London-based startup
Everledger recently launched a service that
helps companies track the movement of
diamonds through the supply chain, which
will help combat insurance fraud and theft.
Similarly, a retailer could use blockchain to
validate the origins of the organic produce
it stocks on its shelves. And that is just the
tip of the iceberg: Gartner reports that it
has documented more than 130 different
use cases for blockchain across various
industries in March 2016.

Augmented reality
Like the IoT, we are reaching a tipping
point in augmented reality (AR) regarding
price and capability. This will drive
adoption in 2017, particularly in logistics
and warehousing operations, where AR
will have the most impact. According to a
2014 DHL report, warehousing operations
is estimated to account for 20 per cent of
all logistics costs, and the task of picking
55 per cent to 65 per cent of the total cost
of warehousing operations.
For the uninitiated, an AR solution enables
the user to overlay vital information onto
real-world surfaces, just as a heads-up
display in a car projects the speed onto the
windshield. The Vuzix Smart Glasses, for
example, allow pickers to keep their hands
free by projecting the picking list into their
field of view — letting them move quicker,
more accurately and efficiently. In fact, a
pilot project run by DHL in 2016 using the
Vuzix solution saw a 25 per cent boost in
efficiency.
Another key use case for AR is improving
on-site repairs. For instance, an equipment
repair technician could make a call onsite to an expert if he stumbles upon a
problem. The expert will then be able to
provide step-by-step guidance based on
what he sees, streamed live through the
technician’s smart glasses. This way, the
technician gains first-hand experience and
the job gets done faster; it is a win-win.
3D printing
3D printing is a US$5bn industry today, but
that is nothing compared to what analyst
firm Canalys predicts where 3D printing
will be in 2019: US$20.2bn. 2017 will
see 3D printing take off, as many of the
barriers to speed and quality are overcome
by new advances in technology.
For example, the new M1 printer by
California-based startup Carbon can
produce an object 25x to 100x faster than
conventional printers using a technology
called Continuous Liquid Interface
Production (CLIP). What’s more, CLIP
also provides a leap in quality, making it
possible to 3D print isotropic parts with
mechanical properties and a surface finish
like injected molded plastics.
These advances are driving adaptations
and adoption in the industrial space, too.
HP’s entrance into 3D printing in mid-2016,
in particular, will be interesting to watch.
Its Jet Fusion 3D printers are not confined
to just rapid prototyping and can be used
to produce thousands of parts at a go.

We are also starting to see the virtual
warehouse concept come to life.
Mercedez-Benz Trucks, for example, has
begun offering its customers plastic spare
parts to be 3D printed at a push of a
button. And Air New Zealand is 3D printing
lightweight cabin components, such as
cocktail trays, to save on manufacturing
and repair costs.
Machine learning
The volume and complexity of big data
continue to grow, and the end of 2016 will
mark our crossing over into the zettabyte
era. For the first time, global IP traffic
will surpass one zettabyte (ZB) per year
— that’s 36,000 years of full HD video
content, in one year. And according to a
2016 Cisco white paper, that figure will
triple in the next five years.
The opportunity and challenge for supply
chain professionals here will be to unlock
the value within their data with machine
learning (ML), and by extension, artificial
intelligence (AI). For example, instead
of just 3D printing parts on demand, a
car company or an airline could predict
the maintenance needs of their assets
based on data gathered from real-time
monitoring of smart devices, and produce
the part just as it is needed.
Quintiq has taken a different approach
to overcoming big data complexity. Its
Self-Learning Supply Chain platform has
enabled companies such as DHL, Danone,
and Virgin Atlantic to manage and optimize
key planning functions as one. This
integration, coupled with Quintiq’s worldleading advanced analytics and machine
learning capabilities, give planners the
intelligence and control needed to navigate
an increasingly volatile and unforgiving
global economic environment.
On that note, machine learning will be
pivotal this year in increasing operational
agility and productivity in the supply
chain. And with more companies offering
ML and AI services this year, it looks like
2017 is going to be a very exciting year for
supply chain tech.
What can you do to capitalise on these
technologies in 2017? Find out in
Quintiq’s upcoming webinar on January
25, 2017. Register now at link.quintiq.
com/2017trends.
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Delivering Online Purchases
to Your Doorstep
by Jorge Couto, Managing Director, Efacec Singapore

Depending on the nature of the merchant’s
business, the procedure can be performed
daily or only when items are low in stock
(e.g. fresh groceries that are highly
perishable). For a clothing retailer, this
procedure may take place every other
week or between seasonal changes like
spring/summer and autumn/winter.
Order processing

I

n this day and age where the use of internet is ubiquitous, most of us are substituting the
act of shopping at brick and mortar shops with making purchases online. From clothing
to electronic gadgets and even groceries, more and more retailers are choosing to make
the internet their choice selling platform. Earlier, Goldman Sachs predicted that global
mobile purchases would amount to US$626bn by 2018. Showing no signs of a slowdown,
e-commerce is likely to grow even stronger in the near future.
Although e-commerce has become highly popular, not many consumers understand
the intricacies behind their computer screens, much less what happens in the actual
warehouse that stores a multitude of purchases. What happens after an order is placed on
a virtual store is a series of highly efficient, carefully planned steps – collectively known as
the order fulfilment process – that brings the physical goods to end customers.
Involving different stages of receiving, processing, and delivery, order fulfilment is a
procedure that has broad applications, ranging from large business-to-business (B2B)
orders to individual business-to-consumer (B2C) packages. As online shopping continues
to give physical malls a run for their money, effective logistics and order fulfilment solutions
will be even more essential to cater to this rising demand.
Behind the e-commerce platform
At the core of the order fulfilment concept lies a host of innovative and effective
warehousing technologies. In every stage, specific logistics solutions are available
to support the process and enable a seamless transition to the next step in the order
fulfilment cycle.
Receiving & storing inventory
From the merchant’s point of view, the order fulfilment process kicks off with the receiving
and storing of inventory. Before a business is ready to take on its first customer, retailers
need to ensure adequate stock volumes. Here, received inventory is first counted,
inspected, labelled, scanned, and then registered into a warehouse management software
(WMS), before it is finally stored in a fulfilment warehouse. Technologies, such as radio
frequency identification (RFID), barcoding, and automatic storage and retrieval (ASRS)
solutions are then implemented to provide support at this stage.
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Once a customer carts out his online
purchase and successfully completes
payment, another series of steps are put
into motion. The merchant’s point of sales
(POS) system automatically inputs the
transaction into the enterprise resource
planning (ERP) system, which in turn
translates the sale into an order. The WMS
then registers the order and transmits it
to the fulfilment warehouse. There, orders
are gathered via a combination of picking
technologies (e.g. radio frequency, voicepicking, or pick-to-light) that will assist
the merchant in its batch or unit picking
operations. Most merchants choose to
approach this process by first completing
order picking segment, before sorting
items into individual customer orders.
Some advanced WMSs can provide
effective support in this area by guiding
warehouse operators to the intended
picking zones, or by selecting the most
time-efficient picking route for each batch
of orders. This provides tremendous
value to the merchant as an inept picking
process can take up much more time than
it needs to, causing a bottleneck in the
order fulfilment system. When picking is
completed, orders are then consolidated
through instructions forwarded by the
WMS. Additionally, automated sorting
technologies can be integrated to
minimise human error and to improve
overall efficiency. It is important that
operations at this stage be exceptionally
streamlined to enable critical time-savings,
which ultimately leads to better levels of
customer satisfaction.

Shipping
After the orders are sorted, consolidated,
and packed by automated robots or
operators, integrated conveyor systems
transfer them to a shipping station to
prepare for delivery to the end customer.
Typically, during this process, the WMS
monitors the number of orders and
assigns delivery trucks accordingly. Before
the orders finally leave the warehouse,
they undergo one last inspection to ensure
that items are accurately packed. This step
allows the merchant to check for order
discrepancies, minimising return orders.
Once the orders are cleared for delivery,
the shipping station then changes the
order status, which will be logged into the
WMS simultaneously.
Using transportation assets owned by
the merchant or an external provider,
the transportation management system
(TMS) then ensures that orders reach
various destinations efficiently and reliably.
Often, TMS processes extends across
geographical boundaries and allows
merchants to deliver goods internationally.
Greater warehouse efficiency can also
be achieved if merchants integrate their
TMS and WMS into their ERP systems.
This helps to eliminate data entry errors
and provides users with a full suite of
supply chain execution software solutions.
Merchants also stand to gain better
warehouse visibility, allowing them to
make informed business decisions in the
planning, controlling, and monitoring of
entire logistic networks.
Improving the order fulfilment process
The automated warehousing solutions
required in an order fulfilment process
seem straightforward enough, but
there is more than meets the eye.
Across the different stages required to
fulfil a customer’s order, a mixture of
warehousing technologies is needed to
support the process so as to enable a
seamless transition.

More than just integrating hardware,
the challenge lies in identifying and
implementing the correct equipment to
support order fulfilment. It is important
that companies consider factors such
as picking volume, picking support
requirement, capital investment budget,
and space allowance before committing to
a picking solution.

merchants who do not have in-house
experience, expertise, or the necessary
technology to maximise order-processing
efficiencies. Just as warehouses can be
customised, order fulfilment solutions can
also be tailored to individual e-commerce
operations, providing a variety of options
to enable businesses to fully optimise and
leverage on their unique strengths.

For starters, merchants need to consider
the size and physical attributes of their
goods (e.g. bottles vs. clothing), in order to
identify an appropriate conveyor solution
that can provide adequate support.
The nature and volume of orders that a
merchant expects also helps determine
the ideal order picking technology to invest
in.

For a highly efficient order fulfilment
process, it is ultimately the mixture of
warehousing technologies that makes all
the difference. From the ASRS warehouse
to order picking technology, conveyor
systems, sorting technology, and the
WMS, each component contributes to
a smooth order fulfilment operation.
With the help of logistics solutions
professionals, companies that integrate
effective automated solutions will likely
find themselves ahead of their competition
in the e-commerce game.

A merchant that serves B2B markets
has different needs than one that serves
B2C markets. The B2B customer typically
places repeat orders that are larger and
more complex, while B2C customers lean
towards standalone and smaller buys that
require more time and effort to repackage.
And for companies that experience high
output, the order picking technology
should include functional aspects that are
different from companies with low order
demand. Merchants should identify the
type and level of picking support needed
in order to select the right combination
of order picking technologies to enhance
the order fulfilment process. Investment
budgeting is also important as it can
reflect a suitable range of order picking
technologies that will align capital output
to strategic goals.
Last but not least, companies must
also consider their warehouse space
allowance. If space allowance is tight,
a fully automated technology with large
conveyor belts and trays may not be
conducive, and may even potentially
create a hazardous working environment.
Making e-commerce simple
As businesses gradually move out
of domestic markets and into the
international market via the internet, they
begin to compete on a larger scale with
new and more competitors. And because
the order fulfilment process directly
affects the customer experience and the
brand’s image, merchants that wish to
succeed must seek to better understand
and streamline the various stages of the
process.
In this regard, large-scale corporations
involved in e-commerce often prefer
to outsource their order fulfilment
operations. This is especially true with
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event

A Night of
Glitz & Glamour

S

upply Chain Asia (SCA) hit the headlines again as the not-for-profit organisation hosts
its 10th annual Awards and gala dinner on 17 November 2016 at Orchard Hotel.

A total of 26 recipients received the annual SCA Awards 2016 on behalf of the logistics
sector – which accounted for more than 7 per cent of Singapore’s GDP and employs more
than 200,000 people.
Dubbed the Oscars of the logistics industry, the awards are given out to outstanding
performers in the industry. They include YCH Group, DHL Supply Chain, Kerry Logistics,
as well as Holahspace who topped the Supply Chain Hackathon 2016. Over 400 guests
decked out in tuxedo suits and formalwear attended the night of celebration.
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DHL comes up tops

New awards, new faces

The global conglomerate scored two top
prizes when DHL Supply Chain won Global
3PL of the Year and DHL Express swept
Last Mile Partner of the Year awards, while
DHL Global Forwarding missed out on Sea
Freight Partner of the Year and Air Freight
Partner of the Year awards to DB Schenker
and CEVA Logistics respectively.

In a bid to extend recognition to other
sectors of the supply chain industry, SCA
has also created new awards categories,
such as Consulting Partner of the Year,
won by Accenture; SC Enterprise Partner
of the Year (Hardware), awarded to SSI
Schaefer; and Warehouse Management
Software Partner of the Year, scooped by
Manhattan Associates.

When it came to the highest honour of
individual awards, Mr Ken Lee, Chief
Executive Officer of DHL Express Asia
Pacific, was awarded the prestigious Hall
of Fame. Mr Lee also graced the Awards
ceremony with the closing speech. This
was the second time a DHL Express top
level executive has received the Hall of
Fame award, previously won by Mr Jerry
Hsu in 2013.
Other major winners include YCH Group
for its second Overall Supply Chain Partner
of the Year award and Kerry Logistics for
Asian 3PL of the Year. PSA Singapore
continues its record run of its 10th Sea
Port Operator of the Year trophy while
SATS beat out HACTL for the first time for
Air Cargo Operator of the Year award.

Overall Supply Chain Professional of the
Year award returned in 2016, awarded to
Mr Jamal Chamariq, Senior Vice President
Global Supply Chain, Asia Pacific, Estee
Lauder, while Ms Joy Rice, Supply
Chain Director at Diageo, won Woman
Professional of the Year award and Ms
Elaine Low, Executive Vice President,
Southeast Asia at CEVA Logistics brought
home Supply Chain CEO of the Year award.
The future of SCA Awards
SCA Awards has then been recently
rebranded to Supply Chain Asia Industry
Night as an event to invite all senior supply
chain professionals to come together to
network and strengthen our relationships
with one another in the industry.
The Awards ceremony will remain the
core component for the Industry Night,
as we continue to provide a credible
platform where achievements and
success in the sector are celebrated, and
top industry players and service providers
are recognised for their outstanding
performances. Keep up to date as we plan
our upcoming Supply Chain Asia Industry
Night on 16 November 2017!
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Supply Chain Professional of the Year awards are given in recognition of the success these individuals bring to their
function as well as to the community in their efforts to raise the profile of the profession and the industry.

Supply Chain Professional of the Year
Navinchandra Salian, Senior Manager Logistics APAC, Microsoft
Navinchandra is a highly accomplished executive leader, with over 19 years of supply chain
experience. His documented success in improving logistics performance, efficiency and
execution continues to drive his career goals. He is also a member of SCA’s The Shippers
Council and participate as a mentor to trainees in SCA and Supply Chain & Logistics
Academy training programmes.

Philippe Ruffier, Regional Supply Chain Director, Mundipharma
Philippe’s primary responsibility includes direct procurement, manufacturing, planning
and project management. Since joining the organisation in February 2015, he built the
entire supply chain operations of the three regions (Latin America, Middle East & Africa,
and Asia). He is also a member of SCA’s The Shippers Council and participate in various
initiatives and projects that aim to raise the efficiency and standards in the industry.

Raymond Heman, Global Logistics Director, OMNOVA Solutions
Raymond is a strategic leader with 25 years of progressive accomplishments in optimising
global supply chains in the chemical, electronics and defense industries. He has lived and
worked in APAC and North America with extensive operating history in all global locations.
He was formally part of the early batches of Executive Committee members in Supply
Chain Asia and is currently active in supply chain community activities in the US.

Cheong Kin Seng, Supply Chain Asia Pacific General Manager, Shell
Lubricants
Over the course of 25 years in Shell, Kin-Seng has held diverse roles spanning the globe
and specialisations. From global to regional roles, he has covered strategic and operational
management responsibilities in end-to-end supply chain planning, operational excellence,
Health Safety Security and Environment, quality assurance and logistics. His community
work includes volunteering for and supporting social causes for the under-privileged. He is
also a member of The Conference Board and is actively involved in the Emerging Markets
Supply Chain Management Council.
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Supply Chain Educator of the Year
It is important to recognise the dedication and commitment of the education industry. They
play pivotal roles in preparing for the next generation of supply chain professionals, and
this award serves to reward an educator for his/her services. The Supply Chain Educator
of the Year award is also given to individuals who contribute to the community within the
education sphere and who also bring a greater profile to the industry.

Dr Ruth Banomyong, Associate Professor, the Department of International
Business, Logistics and Transport Management, Faculty of Commerce &
Accountancy, Thammasat University
He received his PhD in 2001 in the field of International Logistics within the Logistics
& Operations Management Section at Cardiff Business School. Dr Ruth’s main research
interests are in the field of multimodal transport, international logistics, logistics
development policy and supply chain performance measurements. He has been involved
in various World Bank and UNESCAP works during his illustrious career as a professor at
Thammasat University.

Most Inspiring Supply Chain Professional of the Year
This award recognises a supply chain professional with a long-standing profile in the
supply chain industry, and is an active participant in professional bodies or associations.
The supply chain and logistics community thrives on volunterism efforts and this award
serves to give back to those who make a living out of it. The Most Inspiring Supply Chain
Professional of the Year award is our way of thanking those who give up many years
of their life to contribute and support the development and ever growing needs of the
industry.

Steven Lee, Chairman, Singapore Aircargo Agents Associations (SAAA)
Armed with more than 40 years of experience, Steven’s career started with the former
US based company, Air Express International. Since 1989, Steven had joined SAAA and
undertaken various positions as Deputy Chairman and Immediate Past Chairman. He has
also been very active in various industry committees.

Supply Chain Woman of the Year
In an industry dominated by men, the Supply Chain Woman of the Year represents a
recognition of women’s powerful position in the sector and their growing contribution
to the profile of the supply chain industry. Through these female role models, this award
aims to showcase women’s importance to the industry and serve as role models for other
aspiring women in supply chain.

Joy Rice, Supply Chain Director, Diageo
Joy Rice is Supply Chain Director at Diageo, with responsibility for the Global Travel Retail
business. In her role, Joy manages the supply chain that serves over 500 duty free stores,
border stores, cruise ships and airlines across 150 countries globally. Prior to taking the
Global Travel Retail role almost three years ago, Joy held several senior level positions at
Diageo in the US, Europe and Asia.
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Overall Supply Chain Professional of the Year
The Overall Supply Chain Professional is a special award reserved for the best in the
industry. This awards recorgnises individuals who bring new ideas and innovation to his/
her organisation as well as contribute to the rising profile of professionals working in this
industry.

Jamal Chamariq, Senior Vice President, Global Supply Chain, Asia Pacific,
Estee Lauder
Jamal Chamariq is Senior Vice President, Global Supply Chain, Asia Pacific, leading
the Estee Lauder Companies’ Procurement, Manufacturing, Engineering, Planning,
Distribution, Logistics, Customer service and Quality Assurance. He held a host of senior
management positions in Manufacturing operations, Distribution and Procurement;
and completed assignments in the US, Mexico, Venezuela, China, France, Germany,
Luxembourg and Morocco.

Supply Chain CEO of the Year
This award aims to recognise the contribution of the most senior executive in an
organisation with its head office location in Asia. The Supply Chain CEO Award is a
recognition of the contribution that this person brings to the organisation, its people and
the industry.

Elaine Low, Executive Vice President, Southeast Asia, CEVA Logistics
Elaine Low was appointed Executive Vice President of South East Asia in November 2014,
responsible for the strategy and business performance of the SEA cluster in CEVA. Prior
to this, Elaine was Executive Vice President of Business Development in Asia Pacific,
responsible for sales operations and business development for CEVA in the region. With
over 20 years of supply chain and logistics experience within Asia Pacific, Elaine has a
solid track record in driving commercial strategies, managing complex P&L operations,
customer relationships and change management initiatives across Asia.

Visionary of the Year
The award serves as a recognition to those who contribute to the industry success as
well as strive to raise the sector’s profile, either through policy setting or execution,
implementation of infrastructural projects, and contribution to the betterment of the
community as a whole.

Yam Kum Weng, Executive Vice President (Airport Development) & Advisor
(Airhub Development), Changi Airport Group
Kum Weng started his career with the CAAS and has accumulated more than 26 years
of experience in various management roles ranging from airport management, to air
hub development. He is an active supporter of air cargo development and an advocate
of a collaborative approach with partners across the supply chain to ensure the airport
infrastructure is in place to meet the changing needs of the industry. In the last few
years, the airport has facilitated the investment by ground handlers in their temperature
controlled facilities, as well as enabled the expansion of Fedex Express and DHL Express.
Recently, Changi Airport took the lead in supporting a community of partners to undergo
the IATA CEIV Pharma programme. In the longer term, dedicated facilities for airfreight, air
express services and MRO activities will be developed in Changi East to support the long
term growth of Singapore’s logistics sector.
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Hall of Fame
This award is the highest accolade in Supply Chain Asia awards and
is only presented to a senior executive of an organisation that has
repeatedly excel in his contribution to the company, industry and
community. Hall of Fame award recipients epitomise the ethics
and belief in this industry and encourage professionals to aspire to
achieve more for themselves and the community at large.

Ken Lee, Chief Executive Officer, DHL Express Asia
Pacific
Ken Lee is CEO of DHL Express Asia Pacific and member of the
DHL Express Global Management Board. With over 20 years
of experience in the industry, he is responsible for overseeing
the Express business and its overall operations in Asia Pacific,
excluding China, with the goal of extending DHL Express’ market
leadership across the region. A member of the DHL Express Asia
Pacific Management Board, Ken was also responsible for driving
the development of DHL’s two most strategic hubs in the region –
Singapore and Hong Kong – which handle over 20 per cent of the
company’s express shipment volume today.

Infrastructure, Ports and Asset Owners
Sea Port Operator of the Year
Sea port operators are important players in maritime transport. This award aims to recognise
a dominant sea port operator with a successful FY2015 performance. Nominees: DP
World, Hutchison Port, PSA Singapore, Shanghai International Port

Winner: PSA Singapore
PSA Singapore, a fully-owned subsidiary of PSA International, operates the world’s largest
container transhipment hub in Singapore, linking shippers to an excellent network of
major shipping lines with connections to 600 ports globally. Shippers have access to daily
sailings to every major port in the world at this mega hub. Its excellence in port operations
has consistently been recognised by the shipping community. PSA Singapore Terminals
handled 30.62 million TEUs of containers in 2015.

Air Cargo Operator of the Year
There is more to an air cargo operator than aiming to be the largest or busiest airport. This
award serves to recognise an air cargo operator that prioritises efficiency, security and
customer service. Nominees: Cathay Pacific Services, DNATA, HACTL, SATS

Winner: SATS
SATS’ comprehensive Gateway Services encompass airfreight handling, passenger
services, ramp handling, baggage handling, aviation security services, aircraft interior
and exterior cleaning as well as cruise centre management. SATS’ Food Solutions
include airline catering, institutional and remote catering, aviation laundry as well as food
distribution and logistics. SATS is present in 46 airports, 52 cities and 13 countries across
Asia and the Middle East.
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Carrier of the Year
It is important to give recognition to carriers that have demonstrated excellence in
transportation. This award aims to help shippers to identify the best of the best in carrier
performance and value. Nominees: Cathay Air Cargo, Emirates Sky Cargo, Korean Air,
SIA Cargo

Winner: SIA Cargo
Singapore Airlines has been in the cargo business for over 50 years. Singapore Airlines
Cargo offers more than 900 flights a week from its Singapore hub, at Singapore Changi
Airport, linking more than 100 cities in over 35 countries across six continents.

Software and Supply Chain Solutions
SC Enterprise Partner of the Year (Software)
This award serves to recognise the best performing software partner based on its
quality products and excellent customer service. Nominees: Kewill, Oracle, Quintiq, Y3
Technologies

Winner: Y3 Technologies
Y3 offers both solutions and managed services around CRM, Loyalty, and e-commerce.
Y3 Technologies is a Singapore based global supply chain solutions provider, and
has developed award-winning integrated end-to-end supply chain solutions, such as
Intributor®, Intrabutor® and Retrogistics®.

SC Enterprise Partner of the Year (Hardware)
The industry depends on groundbreaking hardware to deliver the best results. The most
innovative hardware will stand a chance to win this coveted award. Nominees: Dematic,
Grey Orange, Hope Technik, SSI Schaefer, Swisslog

Winner: SSI Schaefer
SSI Schaefer has been one of the world’s leading suppliers of a comprehensive range
of high-quality storage systems for warehouses, manufacturing plants and commercial
offices. Ranked by a US trade publication as the world’s largest material handling system
supplier for 8 successive years, SSI Schaefer employs over 9,000 people in 50 countries
on 5 continents. In the Asia Pacific and Middle Eastern region, SSI Schaefer has been
established for over 30 years, with total 19 sales offices and two manufacturing plants
spanning over 16 countries.
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Warehouse Management System Partner of the Year
Warehouse Management System (WMS) is an integral part of every company that owns
a warehouse. It is up to the industry to vote for the best WMS that meets their demands.
Nominees: AEB, Boon Software, JDA Software, Kewill, Manhattan Associates

Winner: Manhattan Associates
Manhattan Associates is a best-in-class global solutions provider for Supply Chain
Commerce leaders—organisations intent on creating enduring market advantages by
leveraging their supply chains. They help our customers successfully manage accelerating
and fluctuating market demands, as well as master the increasing complexity and volatility
of their local and global supply chains.

Consulting Partner of the Year
Consultants offer the experience and expertise in areas that companies may lack.
This award recognises consulting partners, including search firms, that play vital roles
in their clients’ operations. Nominees: Accenture, Deloitte, Korn-Ferry Hays Group,
PricewaterhouseCoopers

Winner: Accenture
Accenture is a leading global professional services company, providing a broad range
of services and solutions in strategy, consulting, digital, technology and operations.
The company is focused on maximising our differentiation and competitiveness, and
continue to make significant investments in the areas of training, acquisitions, emerging
technologies, offerings and assets, and more.

Most Enterprising Solutions of the Year (for Startup)
This category aims to award start-ups that offer innovative solutions that directly leads
to a company’s success in terms of efficiency and productivity. Nominees: Anchanto,
GoGoVan, Lalamove, Ninja Van

Winner: GoGovan
GoGoVan is the first app-based platform for transporting goods in Asia. The app GoGoVan
was created to connect drivers and customers, and they aim to redefine the everyday
logistics experience by providing a convenient and efficient service.
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Third Party Logistics Operations
Promising SME of the Year (covering ASEAN)
This award recognises the most outstanding small & medium enterprise in the ASEAN
region for their impressive performance and services offered. Nominees: Commonwealth
Food Services, Courex, GLE Logistics, iHub Solutions, Yang Kee Logistics

Winner: Commonwealth Food Services
Commonwealth Food Services started by providing supply chain services to one local chain
of casual dining Italian restaurants managing 300 SKUs for 29 outlets. CFS established
the full dynamics of end to end supply chain operation including procurement, inventory
management, warehousing and distribution services for temperature controlled frozen,
chill and ambient products within three months into operation.

Sea Freight Partner of the Year
Having the right sea freight partner is important in any supply chain environment. This
award aims to recognise highly voted sea freight companies with a strong base in Asia.
Nominees: Agility, CEVA Logistics, DB Schenker, DHL Global Forwarding, Kuehne +
Nagel, Panalpina

Winner: DB Schenker
With its market position as the number three in ocean freight, DB Schenker Logistics is
one of the world’s leading providers. It offers the full range of services in global air and
ocean freight. It operates at 800 locations around the world with approximately 21,000
employees. DB Schenker runs around 1,200 charter flights a year, connecting hubs on
all continents several times a week according to a flight schedule and with guaranteed
capacities. One of the pioneers in the air freight industry, DB Schenker Logistics is now
the leader in innovative air freight concepts.

Air Freight Partner of the Year
To manage a time-sensitive cargo, businesses will need to opt for a competent and
reliable air freight partner. This award recognises a top air freight partner that offers
excellent customer service and effective solutions. Nominees: Agility, CEVA Logistics,
DB Schenker, DHL Global Fowarding, Kuehne + Nagel, SDV/Bollore

Winner: CEVA Logistics
CEVA’s integrated services are offered through its business lines in Airfreight, Oceanfreight,
Contract Logistics, Ground Transport and Supply Chain Solutions (SCS). CEVA has over
41,000 dedicated employees working in 17 geographical clusters around the globe to
deliver best-in-class services across its worldwide network and meet today’s most
challenging supply chain needs. CEVA applies its operational expertise and specialised
industry knowledge to customers from automotive, consumer & retail, energy, healthcare,
industrial & aerospace and technology sectors.
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Last Mile Partner of the Year
This award aims to recognise a top last mile delivery company that provides a
comprehensive set of express solutions and is highly-rated in the industry. Nominees:
DHL Express, FedEx Express, Kerry Express, NinjaVan, Singapore Post, Yamato Asia

Winner: DHL Express
Express deliveries worldwide; freight forwarding with planes, trucks, ships and trains;
warehousing services that go beyond just storage, but include everything from packaging
to repairs; international mail deliveries; customised and specialised shipping. DHL Express
transports urgent documents and goods reliably and on time from door-to-door in more
than 220 countries and territories, and operates the most comprehensive global express
network.

Asian 3PL of the Year
This award is dedicated to the top performing Asian-based 3PL. Nominees: Kerry Logistics,
KWE-Kintetsu, LF Logistics, Toll Global Logistics, Yamato Asia, YCH Group, Yusen Air & Sea

Winner: Kerry Logistics
Kerry Logistics is Asia’s leading logistics service provider with extensive operations across
Greater China and the ASEAN region. Kerry Logistics currently serves more than 40 of
the world’s Top 100 Brands ranked by Interbrand across a spectrum of industries. Its core
competence is to provide highly customised solutions to multinational corporations and
international brands, meeting their needs from sourcing, manufacturing to selling in Asia
and across the globe. The benefits to customers include enhanced supply chain efficiency,
reduced overall costs and improved response time to market.

Global 3PL of the Year
This award recognises the top performing non-Asian-based 3PL. Nominees: Agility, CEVA
Logistics, DB Schenker, DHL, FedEx Express, Kuehne + Nagel, UPS

Winner: DHL
Once again, DHL is the leading global brand in the logistics industry. DHL Supply Chain
is the global market leader in contract logistics, providing warehousing, managed
transport and value-added services and offers solutions for corporate information and
communications management.

Overall Supply Chain Partner of the Year
After months of public nominations and judges’ deliberations, we have arrived to the
final award in the Special Corporate category. This award recognised a company that is
dedicated to the supply chain cause by actively participating in the industry as well as the
community. From the pool of nominees in the 3PL sector, we are going to find out the
winner for the Overall Supply Chain Partner of the Year.

Winner: YCH Group
Representing a rich legacy spanning six decades of supply chain excellence, YCH Group is
the leading integrated end-to-end supply chain partner to some of the world’s largest MNCs
and aspiring growth companies. YCH is committed to achieving supply chain excellence
through innovation and delivering value to its stakeholders. It remains constantly focused
on the delivery of world-class solutions and continued improvements to its operations to
better serve our valued customers.
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MEMBERSHIP

The Shippers Council (TSC)
&
The Procurement Council (TPC)

TSC membership structure is designed to support the growth and development of logistics and supply chain professionals
working for manufacturers, cargo owners, brands, distributors and wholesalers. TPC is specially created to support
procurement professionals working in this industry. Both Councils offer a platform for senior professionals, involved in
managing procuring and operating their companies’ logistics and supply chain operations in Asia Pacific, to discuss, explore
and share issues and challenges affecting their operations, with the intention of finding and achieving best practices.

Premier

Lite

S$1950/YR

S$995/YR

Premier

Lite

(w/GST S$2,086.50)

(w/GST S$1,064.65)

Logistics Service Providers (LSPs)/
Vendors
Third-party logistics companies and vendors (ie. providers in hardware and equipment, software, consulting, training, search
firms, etc) today are working more closely and collaboratively with their shipping partners to drive innovative and cost effective
solutions. Supply Chain Asia provide a unique platform for all parties to come together to explore new ideas and opportunities.
These platforms have been created to facilitate connecting, communicating and collaborating, with the aim to result in mutual
business growth.

Premier

Lite

S$3750/YR S$1500/YR
(w/GST S$4,012.50)

(w/GST S$1,605.00)

For more information, please check out supplychainasia.org or email admin@supplychainasia.org.
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MEMBERSHIP

CORPORATE SMES
Today, there are 190,000 enterprises in Singapore. Ninety-nine per cent of these are SMEs and they employ about 70
per cent of the workforce. However, SMEs contribute only about half of Singapore’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in
2014. Thus, there is still quite a lot of scope for SMEs to enhance their capabilities in raising productivity levels. SCA
aims to support SMEs by providing platforms and initiatives that can boost their productivity levels.

Requirements

Registered and operating in Singapore;
Have minimum 30 per cent local shareholding; AND
Company’s Group annual sales turnover not more than S$100m; OR
Company’s Group employment size not more than 200 workers

Normal

Corporate

Free

S$850/YR
(w/GST S$909.50)

For more information, please check out supplychainasia.org or email admin@supplychainasia.org.
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MEMBERSHIP

Individual Professionals
SC Fellows/SC Pro/Students

Individual memberships in SCA are classified as: Supply Chain Fellows (SC Fellows),
Supply Chain Professionals (SC Pro) or Students.
SC Fellows is the highest accolade given to a professional in the industry. To become a SC Fellow, candidate must participate
in an assessment and validation programme to verify their professional status as well as skills and knowledge acquired. Upon
confirmation, a professional will be accorded the following status: SC Fellows (10-17 years); Senior Fellows (18 years and
above); Honorary Fellows (more than 25 years with at least 12 years in senior management position)
SC Pro is a professional membership for candidates who do not qualify for SC Fellows but want to continue to stay engaged
with the industry through SCA activities and programmes.

SC Fellows

Professionals

S$275/YR

S$175/YR

(w/GST S$294.25)

(w/GST S$187.25)

Students

FREE

SC Pro and SC Fellows are welcome to join the SCA Professionals & Associates Network and become
a part of the consulting, advisory, training and mentorship community that SCA is building to support
the industry. Members of the Associates Network will have access to projects and assignments –
assigned by SCA or through its online associates platform whereby companies can access directly to
the member for support. (Only SC Pro and SC Fellows members can join the Professionals/Associates
Network and a percentage of commission will apply for successful placement of projects).

For more information, please check out supplychainasia.org or email admin@supplychainasia.org.
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WEASEL® –
innovative, creative, connected
SSI Schaefer‘s latest automated guided vehicle (AGV) for internal goods transport
can be easily integrated into your transport processes. The high flexibility and
scalability of the system – thanks to onward movement without the need for rails –
allow WEASEL to master almost all transport tasks for products weighing up to
35 kg and with no complex sensor or control systems.

www.ssi-schaefer.com

